
USHC 3.3 Analyze the effects of Reconstruction on the southern states and on the role of the 

federal government, including the impact of the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth 
amendments on opportunities for African Americans. 

 

Reconstruction By what process will the Southern states be brought back into the Union? 
 

 “With malice toward none; with charity for all; with firmness in the right, as God gives us to 
see the right, let us strive on to finish the work we are in; to bind up the nation's wounds… to 
do all which may achieve and cherish a just and lasting peace among ourselves, and with all 
nations. “     

-- Abraham Lincoln (Second Inaugural Address) 

Presidential Reconstruction 
 

_______% Plan – Lincoln’s plan to allow Southern states back into the Union quickly and easily 
 

Lincoln’s _________________ by John Wilkes Booth in 1865 hardened Northern attitudes 

toward the defeated South.  Lincoln’s successor, Andrew __________________, attempted to 

continue Lincoln’s generous plans for Reconstruction, but encountered resistance from 

Congress.  Northern Republicans also resented Southern states’ efforts to impose 

_______________ Codes, which denied basic rights of citizenship to African-Americans. 
 

What was the Freedmen’s Bureau?  _______________________________________________________ 
 

CONGRESSIONAL (aka “____________” REPUBLICANS sought to ______________ former  
 

Confederates and _____________ the civil rights of African-Americans. 
 

Presidential Reconstruction (1863-1867) Congressional Reconstruction (1867-1877) 
 
 
 

 

 

Radical Republicans divided the South (except for Tennessee, which ratified the ___th Amendment 

voluntarily) into five _____________________ districts.  Radical Republicans believed that the 

defeated South should be treated like “___________________ provinces.”   
 

President Johnson ____________ the Reconstruction Acts that were passed by the Radical Republicans 

in 1867, but his vetoes were overridden by Congress.  The Radical Republicans voted to _____________ 

President Johnson over disagreements about Reconstruction plans.  Johnson avoided being removed 

from office by ____ vote. 
 

Reconstruction Amendments 
 

Presidential Reconstruction Radical Reconstruction 

13th Amendment 
(1865) 

14th Amendment 
(1868) 

15th Amendment 
(1870) 

  

1.  __________________________ 
 

2.  __________________________ 
 

3.  __________________________ 
 

 

 


